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Introducing Oxalis.io's 
newest estimating so�ware 
that allows you to move 
faster with transparency and 
precision, like never before. 

Collaborate, close deals, improve margins with Oxalis Estimation
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Collaborate
No matter the size of your organization, collaboration is central within each step of the project 
life cycle. Our multi-user interface allows your employees, and external contractors, to work 
alongside each other featuring live updates and detailed communication.

Estimation so�ware provides better cost estimates with 
increased accuracy. Oxalis Estimation will make your 
data work for you to sell with speed, confidence, and a 
stronger probability of closing. Created with a fast (real 
time)  multi-user interface, our project estimating 
so�ware allows you to move quickly, with transparency 
and precision. You will scale with confidence, knowing 
that secure data is powering every move.

Increase Accuracy
Work smarter, not harder. Propel new projects to success using historic data to increase the 
accuracy of estimates while understanding realistic resource allocation. With a full audit trail of 
project changes, errors are stopping in their tracks with the help of disaster recovery 
functionality.

When it comes to estimation, Excel is insu�icient. With limited collaborative functionality, your 
team is constantly at risk for errors to go undetected. This can develop potential losses and 
cause huge detriments to progress, Limited functionality o�ered by Excel is no longer worth the 
risk to your sensitive data. 

Escape Excel

Secure Access
No matter the size of your organization, collaboration is central within each step of the project life 
cycle. Our multi-user interface allows your employees, and external contractors, to work alongside 
each other featuring live updates and detailed communication.



One Live Platform

Watch your estimate build in real time. Oxalis 
Estimation is a zero click refresh platform 

meaning you can watch your estimate change 
live on screen real time as it comes together. 
Use this capability to understand progress, 
margin changes, and activity to get to bid 
faster. Keyboard shortcuts accelerate data 

entry rivalling o�line spreadsheet 
performance. It’s a pleasure to use. 

Compare Margins

Compare margins with multiple rate cards per 
e�ort, a default structure for analysis,  

customizable configurations of pricing per e�ort, 
per material, or per labor role. Estimating 

management can flex these levers to produce the 
optimal margin for large contracts.  

Copy Estimates, Works Items, or Lines

The power of Oxalis Estimation is its ability to 
leverage estimates you may have done in the past. 

Copy work items, schedules, labor breakdowns, 
steps, and more. Utilizing the Oxalis Estimation 

features for data reuse and best practice purposes 
will enhance your teams accuracy and project 

margin.

Full Feature File Management

Any estimate will tell you they need the spec, the 
request, or the diagram to estimate e�ectively. 
Associate files securely to your project or work 
items. Stay organized and accurate with Oxalis 

Estimation's file organization capability. 

Assign Owners and Reviewers 

Prioritize important work items by explicitly 
assigning specific owners or reviewers for each 
item or group. This explicit assignment not only 

helps to manage teams but also prioritizes 
detailed communication and interaction 

between users. Live updates help you keep 
track of progress while ensuring the accuracy of 

data before errors can spiral out of control.

Import, Export, and Compare  

Need to start from a  price sheet or prior 
estimate? Oxalis Estimation can easily import 
previous files to help kickstart new projects. 

Specific users can also compare previous rate 
cards or create new configurations to compare 
unique items across various projects. Real-time 

exporting at any stage of the project lifecycle 
allows you di�erent types of formats, to create 
the perfect report for clients or shareholders.

Features Breakdown



Project Dashboard

Customer and Asset Management

Workflow and Estimate Status by Project / WBS

Templated Projects/WBS

Flexible taxonomies

Customer/Asset/Project use

Real time updates

Multi-rate card flexibility

Margin analysis

Import/Export

Exports and Reports

Uptime guarantee

Fully managed

NIST/FedRamp/Itar compliant

Complete SaaS support

Commercial Government

Comparison Table



Oxalis.io provides so�ware solutions to address high scale and high compliance 
challenges for the federal contracting community and private sectors. 

Our goal is to achieve our customer’s mission with innovative products and 
services that not only do the job, but bring usable and enjoyable products. We’re 
product managers, so�ware developers, consultants, and advocates for e�icient 

and well architected solutions.
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